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The article presents a critical discussion on the evaluation of the impedance field for noise analysis
by means of several transport models. The models considered are the drift-diffusion model, the full
hydrodynamic model, and the scattered packet method for the direct solution of the Boltzmann
transport equation. The comparison is carried out on a canonical Sip1pp1 diode at ambient
temperature. The agreement found between the approaches is good, thus suggesting that the
evaluation of the impedance field does not require any additional care with respect to other, more
conventional operating conditions. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

All classical noise analysis techniques for solid-st
electron devices, like the impedance field method~IFM!1 and
its generalizations,2 are based on a two-step approach. A
first step, the fundamental microscopic fluctuations of car
population@generation-recombination~GR! noise# and car-
rier velocity ~diffusion noise! are characterized, on the bas
of suitable models ultimately derived by the master equa
formalism,3 by their correlation spectra.

The second step amounts to evaluating the effect of
microscopic fluctuations on the induced~open-circuit! volt-
age or~short-circuit! current at the device terminals. Owin
to the small amplitude of the microscopic fluctuations, t
effect can be assessed by the linear perturbation theory,
by a Green’s function approach; the relevant Green’s fu
tions relating charge or current density microscopic fluct
tions to terminal open-circuit voltage fluctuations are
ferred to as the scalar or vector impedance fiel
respectively.1

Generally speaking, the two aforementioned steps ca
carried out by means of different physics-based models.
instance, a full hydrodynamic model can be exploited to
timate the carrier density and average energy, thus derivi
suitable microscopic noise source correlation matrix; th
the simpler, more computationally efficient drift-diffusio
~DD! model can be used to evaluate the impedance fie
Therefore, each step of the process can be optimized f
the standpoint of computational efficiency versus accurac
physical soundness.

The accuracy of both the microscopic noise source
the impedance field has to be checked against a refer

a!Electronic mail: bonani@polito.it
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model, which in principle could be a Monte Carlo solution
the Boltzmann transport equation~BTE!. However, noise
analysis by means of Monte Carlo techniques4 does not
readily allow for the separation between microscopic lo
fluctuations and Green’s functions, since noise characte
tics are directly extracted from the statistical properties of
time-domain simulated response. Recently, however,
problem has been overcome due to the availability of a n
technique, the scattered packet method~SPM!,5–8 which per-
forms a time-domain direct solution of the Boltzmann equ
tion in one-dimension~1D!. In particular, it allows for the
evaluation of the response to a time-impulsive inter
charge fluctuation, i.e., the scalar impedance field, ther
providing a suitable comparison solution for the impedan
field.

In recent years, a few implementations of the IFM no
analysis within the framework of partial differential equatio
~PDE! based 1D or multidimensional numerical device sim
lators have been proposed, thus making the noise analys
general, realistically complex structures ultimately feasib
In particular, two-dimensional~2D! implementations of the
IFM within the framework of a majority-carried drift-
diffusion model were proposed in 1989 by Layman9 and by
Ghione et al.10 with application to metal-oxide-
semiconductor field effect transistor~MOSFET! and metal-
semiconductor field effect transistor~MESFET! noise analy-
sis, respectively. The efficient technique proposed in Ref.
for the numerical evaluation of the scalar impedance fi
~the so-calledadjoint method, derived from the electrical net
work noise analysis in Ref. 11! was later extended to gener
2D or three-dimensional~3D! two-carrier drift-diffusion
models through the technique described in Refs. 2 and
and implemented in the general-purpose PADRE13 simula-
2 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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tor. On the other hand, a fully hydrodynamic IFM approa
to the 2D noise simulation of MESFET devices was p
posed in Ref. 14, and, later, a 1D model was presented by
Vilnius group15 and applied to the simulation of canonic
structures. A one-dimensional energy-balance model ba
on the so-called active line approach16 was also exploited
within the framework of the quasi-2D high electron mobili
transistor ~HEMT! simulator HELENA of the Lille
University.17

In the present article, a direct comparison between so
of the aforementioned approaches to the evaluation of
impedance field is attempted. The purpose is not only
validate, in simple structures, PDE-based models versus
erence solutions derived from the BTE, but also to ass
whether computationally efficient lower-order models, su
as the DD model, are accurate enough for the evaluatio
the impedance field, at least in those cases in which ov
critical nonstationary transport features do not occur.

II. THE PHYSICAL MODELS

This section is devoted to a brief review of the IFM f
noise analysis and an introduction to both hydrodynam
~HD! and SPM approaches. In the DD impedance-field-ba
noise calculation, noise sources appear as stochastic fo
terms in the current continuity equations.3 Such sources are
related to electron and hole number fluctuations~GR noise,
g) or to electron and hole velocity fluctuations~diffusion
noise, often interpreted in terms of current density fluct
tions, j), thus yielding the system

¹2c52
q

e
~p2n1N1!, ~1a!

]n

]t
5

1

q
¹•Jn2Un1gn1

1

q
¹•jn , ~1b!

]p

]t
52

1

q
¹•Jp2Up1gp1

1

q
¹•jp . ~1c!

Owing to the small amplitude of such fluctuations, the
sponse can be conveniently obtained by linearization
frequency-domain transformation of the time-domain dr
diffusion system

¹2dc̃52Lc~dc̃,dñ,d p̃!, ~2a!

jvdñ52Ln~dc̃,dñ,d p̃!1g̃n1
1

q
¹• j̃n , ~2b!

jvd p̃52Lp~dc̃,dñ,d p̃!1g̃p1
1

q
¹• j̃p , ~2c!

whereLa is a linear operator. The solution of the lineariz
system enables evaluation of the response~in terms of in-
duced terminal open-circuit voltages! to a spatially impulsive
density source for carriera (a5n,p), i.e., the scalar imped
ance fieldZa , and to a spatially impulsive current densi
source, i.e., the vector impedance fieldZa . As a matter of
fact, only the scalar fields for electrons and holes are nee
since the vector impedance fields can be recovered from
gradient of the scalar ones.1 Therefore, from a physica
-
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standpoint, the evaluation of the impedance fields amoun
computing the response to a spatially impulsivescalar cur-
rent sourceinjected into the right-hand side of the releva
continuity equation

¹ r
2Za~r ,r1 ;v!52Lc~Za ,dñ,d p̃!, ~3a!

jvdñ~r ,r1 ;v!52Ln~Za ,dñ,d p̃!1
1

q
da,nd~r2r1!,

~3b!

jvd p̃~r ,r1 ;v!52Lp~Za ,dñ,d p̃!1
1

q
da,pd~r2r1!,

~3c!

wherea5n,p andda,b is Kronecker’sd. From the imped-
ance fields, the spectra of the fluctuations of the voltage
the device terminalsSdv idv j

are expressed according to

Sdv idv j
5 (

a5n,p
E

V
Za

T~r i ,r ,v!•K dJadJa
~r ,v!•Za* ~r j ,r ,v!dr

1 (
a,b5n,p

E
V

Za~r i ,r ,v!Kgagb
~r ,v!Zb* ~r j ,r ,v!dr ,

~4!

whereK dJadJa
is the local noise source for diffusion nois

Kgagb
, a,b5n,p, is the local~scalar! noise source for GR

noise.
The same physical interpretation of the scalar impeda

fields can be extended to other, more complex transp
models, meaning thatZn andZp can be evaluated, accordin
to the same definition as in the drift-diffusion case, with
the framework of an energy transport, full hydrodynamic
even Boltzmann-based model. Clearly, an improvemen
accuracy is obtained in such a way with respect to the sim
DD approach. In this work, we shall compare the impeda
field evaluated with the DD transport model to the sa
physical quantity extracted through the SPM. This is ba
cally a time-domain direct solution of the BTE, exploited f
the impedance field~IF! evaluation according to the tech
nique detailed in Ref. 8. The frequency-domain IF is th
recovered through a fast Fourier transform~FFT! performed
on the time series representing the terminal open circuit
tential. The FFT analysis is used for the HD-based IF
well, according to the method proposed in Ref. 18. Furt
details on the numerical techniques exploited by the th
simulators, which are beyond the scope of this article, can
found in Refs. 2, 8, and 18.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As a case study, we consider a well-known canoni
structure, ap1pp1 silicon diode at ambient temperatur
simulated at different frequencies and bias conditions. In
models under consideration~DD, HD, SPM!, care was taken
to ensure the physical consistency of the transport mod
which were all derived from SPM data. Thus, energy a
momentum relaxation models, as well as the velocity-fi
curve needed in the DD model, were derived from the so
tion of the homogeneous Boltzmann equation.
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The structure of thep1pp1 diode is shown in Fig. 1.
The total device width has been held constant throughou
the simulations (wp12wp151 mm!, as well as the ratio be
tween the doping values in thep1 andp regions (NA1 /NA

510).
Figure 2 shows the square magnitude of the hole ve

impedance field for ap1pp1 diode withwp50.4mm, simu-
lated at f 51 GHz ~a! and f 5235 GHz ~b! for a biasVd

50.6 V and a doping levelNA5431016 cm23. The results
for the same device structure and bias, with doping lev
NA51016 cm23 and NA51017 cm23 are reported in Figs
3~a! and 3~b!, respectively, forf 51 GHz. The agreemen

FIG. 1. Structure of thep1pp1 Si diode considered in the simulations.

FIG. 2. Spatial dependence of the square magnitude of the vector imped
field in a p1pp1 Si diode. The doping value for thep region is NA54
31016 cm23 and NA1510NA . The device structure parameters are:wp1

50.3mm, wp50.4mm; the bias is 0.6 V and the frequency is 1 GHz~a! and
235 GHz~b!.
ll

or

ls

among the three methods~DD, HD and SPM! is good for all
the doping levels. From a physical standpoint, one can
serve that a higher doping implies a higher conductivity, a
thus, a comparatively lower electric field since the appl
bias is the same for the three devices. This explains the
hanced symmetry observed in the IF behavior as the dop
level is increased. Furthermore, since the impedance fiel
an isolated uniformly doped region is proportional to t
region’s small-signal impedance, the higher conductiv
also explains the lower values of the IF.

The influence of the widthwp of the central region has
also been investigated. The results are reported in Fig
where theu¹Zpu2 spatial behavior (f 51 GHz! for three val-
ues of wp is shown (wp12wp151 mm!: wp50.2mm ~a!,
wp50.4mm ~b! andwp50.72mm ~c!. Again, the agreemen
among the three transport models is good. In this case,
electric field influences only the spatial behavior of the
rather than the magnitude. The narrower the central reg
the higher the electric field will be~the bias is kept constan
to Vd50.6 V! and the less symmetric the IF distribution w
be. This behavior is also confirmed by the results shown

nce

FIG. 3. Spatial dependence of the square magnitude of the vector imped
field in a p1pp1 Si diode. The doping value for thep region isNA51016

cm23 ~a! and NA51017 cm23 ~b!, andNA1510NA . The device structure
parameters are:wp150.3mm, wp50.4mm; the bias is 0.6 V and the fre
quency is 1 GHz.
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Fig. 5, where the device withwp50.4mm and NA51016

cm23 has been simulated (f 51 GHz! for three values of dc
bias: Vd50.2 V ~a!, Vd50.6 V ~b! and Vd52 V ~c!. It
should be noted that not only does the IF spatial beha

FIG. 4. Spatial dependence of the square magnitude of the vector imped
field in a p1pp1 Si diode. Three values ofwp are considered~keeping
wp12wp151 mm!: wp50.2mm ~a!, wp50.4mm ~b! and wp50.72mm
~c!. The doping values areNA151017 cm23 andNA51016 cm23. The bias
is 0.6 V and the frequency is 1 GHz.
r

become less symmetric as the electric field is increased,
also that its peak value increases as the bias is increa
This suggests that at very high electric field the peak value
the IF also becomes field dependent.

nceFIG. 5. Bias dependence of the square magnitude of the vector imped
field in ap1pp1 Si diode. Three bias values are considered:Vd50.2 V ~a!,
Vd50.6 V ~b! andVd52.0 V ~c!. The device structure parameters are:wp

50.4mm, wp150.3mm, NA151017 cm23 and NA51016 cm23. The fre-
quency is 1 GHz.
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IV. CONCLUSION

This work has presented a comparison among a c
plete hierarchy of transport models applied to the evalua
of the IF for physics-based noise analysis of solid-state e
tron devices. A canonical test structure, a Sip1pp1 diode
was considered, and results were reported concerning s
lations performed through the DD, HD and SPM mode
They are, at least for this canonical device, in good agr
ment for several bias, doping level and geometric conditio
Therefore, if heavy nonstationary transport effects do
appear in the dc solution, it may be expected that the imp
ance field evaluated through the DD model is also accu
enough, at least for frequencies up to the order of the inve
of the energy relaxation time~that is, in the usual operatin
range for most practical device applications!.
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